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CAMPFIRE RUG

SKU: N/A

GALLERY IMAGES
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The Elizabeth Richards Campfire rug is an exclusively designed classroom rug created
especially for Australian schools. It will inspire a sense of community in your classroom
with its beautiful Aussie campfire theme. 

Created exclusively for Elizabeth Richards, the Campfire Rug was designed to create a true sense of
community in your classroom. It’s beautiful campfire theme with a series of semi-circles radiating
from the ‘fire’ allows children to feel a sense of belonging while they share stories around the
imaginary ‘campfire’.

The Elizabeth Richards Campfire classroom rug will become a central place in your classroom for
sharing stories, gathering, and reflecting. The semi-circular campfire design includes 25 smaller
circular seating spots, so every child has a place to sit and a place to join in.

A must-have for every classroom from early childhood settings through to High School break-out
rooms and libraries. It is not only a unique piece of art but a functional classroom mat that can be
used for setting up learning spaces and defining zones. Your classroom library will have its own
designated reading zone or you can use the Campfire classroom rug to create a designated space for
sharing stories.

The Elizabeth Richards Campfire Rug is made from high a quality cut-pile polyester blend with a non-
slip latex backing and will withstand heavy foot traffic. Each rug is soil resistant and easily wiped
down or vacuumed to maintain the vibrant colour.

The Elizabeth Richards Campfire Rug was designed to immerse children in community through
storytelling and gathering. It’s also a great opportunity to allow children to choose flexible seating like
the Elizabeth Richards Chill-Out Chairs to really settle in with a good book.

 

Applications and Use

The Elizabeth Richards Campfire Classroom Rug is a unique way to encourage community and
sharing stories
Create a designated story telling or book sharing zone in your school or classroom library
Ideal for all ages from Early Childhood and Preschool settings, through to Primary and High
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School
Use for small groups, independent learning, collaboration, and larger group activities

 

Features

Cut pile polyester blend with a non-slip latex backing
Vibrant colours, semi-circle ‘campfire’ theme

 

Specifications

3m x 4m
Care instructions: Easily wiped-clean and vacuumed
Elizabeth Richards classroom mats have been photographed in a studio under professional
lighting. The colours may differ slightly in person to what you see on your desktop, laptop or
mobile device.

 

Shipping and Packaging

Elizabeth Richards classroom seating rugs come rolled, wrapped in sturdy plastic and are
considered a bulky item.

 

Opening Instructions 

Elizabeth Richards suggests you vacuum the rug shortly after opening to remove and dust from
transit.

 

Other products in the range

Elizabeth Richards Classroom Rugs are often purchased with the following products
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